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(R3) 13:40 LEICESTER, 2m 4f 110y 

Shangton Maiden Hurdle (Class 4) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 22202 BALLYFARSOON (IRE) 13 
ch g Medicean - Amzara

7 11 - 0 Mitchell Bastyan (5)
P Winks

108

Jockey Colours: Red, white star, chevrons on sleeves
Timeform says: Struggled off a stiff-looking mark in a deep Ascot handicap, but back on
track when runner-up in a novice hurdle at Catterick (15.7f) 13 days ago and will be suited by
a return to this trip.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

2 7-5 CHEZ HANS (IRE) 19 
b g Aizavoski - Hidden Reserve

4 11 - 0 Aidan Coleman
Olly Murphy

-

Jockey Colours: Pink, red chevrons, pink sleeves, white stars, red cap, pink star
Timeform says: Disappointing favourite in his only bumper, but showed more sent hurdling
after 7 months off when fifth of 13 in a Uttoxeter novice (15.8f) 19 days ago. Remains
capable of better.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

3 3-53P GENERAL ALLENBY 63 
b g Medicean - Cat Hunter

4 11 - 0b Bryony Frost
Henry Tett

112

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white braces, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue and white
striped cap
Timeform says: Fair on the Flat and has run to a similar level over hurdles. Breathing
problem when pulled up at Warwick last time and since had a wind operation. 
(Forecast 12.00)

Notes: 

4 9 HERESTHETHING (IRE) 37 
b g Milan - The Mighty Matron

5 11 - 0 T J O'Brien
Ian Williams

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white epaulets, checked sleeves
Timeform says: Appealing pedigree but was too green to show anything when well held in a
bumper at Bangor on NH debut in October. Upped in trip switched to hurdling. 
(Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

5 72 REVE 16 
b g Nathaniel - Rouge

4 11 - 0 Thomas Bellamy
M Keighley

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, yellow inverted triangle, armlets and diamonds on cap
Timeform says: Fair all-weather winner on the Flat (stays 13f) in France. and was much
improved form hurdling debut when second at Southwell (3m) 16 days ago. Open to further
progress.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

6 1-84 TREASURE DILLON (IRE) 10 
b g Sans Frontieres - Treasure Trix

4 11 - 0 Adam Wedge
Evan Williams

-

Jockey Colours: Red, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap
Timeform says: Point winner who showed a bit more than on hurdling debut when fourth at
Ludlow 10 days ago, but is still a work in progress and probably won't be of interest until
handicaps.  (Forecast 29.00)

Notes: 

7 21/U- LOVEHERANDLEAVEHER (IRE)
323 
b m Winged Love - Rowdy Exit

6 10 - 7 James Bowen
N J Henderson

-

Jockey Colours: Red, white sleeves, blue and white striped cap
Timeform says: Bought for £62,000 after readily getting off the mark in Irish points at the
second attempt. Unseated her rider end of back straight at Newbury 10 months ago but
remains an interesting prospect.  (Forecast 2.75)

Notes: 
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8 8-0P POMME DE NUIT 23 
b m Midnight Legend - Apple Days

5 10 - 7 Conor Shoemark
M Keighley

-

Jockey Colours: White, dark blue stars, red sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap
Timeform says: Well beaten in bumpers and a similar story when pulled up on recent
hurdles debut.  (Forecast 126.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: Point-winner LOVEHERANDLEAVEHER was unfortunate to have her race
ended prematurely on hurdling debut 10 months ago and remains an interesting prospect for her top
yard. Reve took a big step forward when runner-up at Southwell 16 days ago and is feared most with
further improvement on the cards. Ballyfarsoon shouldn't be ignored, either.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: LOVEHERANDLEAVEHER (7) 
2: REVE (5) 
3: BALLYFARSOON (1)


